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PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF HYPERBOLIC PARTIAL
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS IN A STRIP

BY

A. K. AZIZ« AND A. M. MEYERS

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall investigate the questions of existence,

uniqueness, and continuous dependence on initial data of periodic solutions of the

nonlinear hyperbolic equation :

(1.1) Lu = uxy+a(x, y)ux+b(x, y)uy + c(x, y)u = f(x, y, u, ux, uy)

in the strip S—{(x, y); -ao<x<co,0iyir}. Here the functions a, b, c and/are

assumed to be periodic in x with the same period T. (For a precise statement of the

smoothness assumptions of the functions involved see the statements of the

theorems in §3.) We ask for a classical solution of (1.1), periodic in x with period

T and satisfying the initial condition

(1.2) u(x, 0) = 9(x),

where 9(x) is continuously differentiable and periodic with period T.

The problem mentioned above has been discussed by L. Cesari [2], [3], for the

more difficult case where no damping is present, i.e. for the equation

(1.3) uxy = f(x, y, u, ux, uy).

Similar problems concerning the existence of periodic solutions for the equation

(1.4) uu-uxx = ef(t, x, u, ut, ux)

have been studied by O. Vejvoda [9], J. K. Hale [5] and P. H. Rabinowitz [8].

L. Cesari [4] and J. K. Hale [5] have also considered the question of existence of

periodic solutions in the large for (1.3). The approach in [2], [3], [4] and [5] is

based on the method used by these authors for similar problems in ordinary

differential equations [6]. The approach and techniques used by Rabinowitz can

be considered as an extension of the methods of the theory of elliptic boundary

value problems to hyperbolic equations. The results presented in the present paper

neither contain the results of the previous authors nor are they contained in their
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results. Due to the presence of damping, we obtain the existence of a solution under

weaker hypotheses, e.g., the Lipschitz condition on/is replaced by a more general

condition :

(1.5) \f(x,y,u,p,q)-fi(x,y,u,p,q)\ S <>>i(\p-p\) + û2(\q-q\),

where €¡>y and G>2 satisfy certain integral relations (see Hypothesis 4 of Theorem 3.1).

In case a>y and w2 are linear in their arguments we have the Lipschitz condition.

It appears that the introduction of condition (1.5) simplifies the proofs and makes

the results more explicit. Our approach is completely different from those used by

the authors cited above. It is based on a representation formula for the general

solutions of the hyperbolic equation

(1.6) uxv+a(x, y)ux+b(x, y)uy + C(x, y,u) = 0

due to M. Picone [7]. From an extensive search of the literature, it appears that

this procedure has not been fully explored and in particular it has not been used

in connection with the periodic solutions of hyperbolic equations. [In the present

paper we have confined our discussion to the study of periodic solutions in the

strip. The extension of these results to the case of periodic solutions in the large,

i.e. the case where we require u(x+T, y) = u(x, v) = m(x, y+T) shall be dealt with

in a forthcoming paper.]

In §2 we describe Picone's representation formula alluded to earlier and introduce

the notations and definitions needed in the sequel.

§3 contains the main results concerning the existence, uniqueness and continuous

dependence on initial data of the solution of our problem.

2. Preliminaries. In this section we introduce the function spaces and operators

which will be used in the sequel to obtain our main results.

Let us suppose for now that/is defined in SxE (E is the set of real numbers)

and is continuous there. Also suppose a, ax, b and c are continuous in S. Picone [7]

has shown that it is possible to find functions a, ß and y such that on a rectangle

[0, rj x (0, r2] (contained in the domain S)

(2.1) (Lu)(x,y)-f(x, y, u) m [(l/ccß)(a(ßu)y)x](x,y)-y(x, y, u),

where

(2.2) Lu = uxy+aux+buy+cu.

A necessary and sufficient condition for (2.1) to hold is

(i)   ßyfß-a;       (ii)   (*ß)x/*ß = b;

(iii)   y(x, y, u) = f(x, y, u) + [ax+ab- c]u.

Now, if « is a function such that

(2.4) (cc(ßu)v)x(x, y) = A(x, y, u),
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where

A(x, y, u) = (aß)(x, y)y(x, y, u)

then

(Lu)(x, y) = f(x, y, u)

and conversely. But if u satisfies (2.4) then

(2-5)       u(x, y) - jjJLj {Hx) + [ ¿^ [<KV) + [ A((, „, u) «] dv}

for arbitrary functions t^(x) and <f>(y).

Conversely, any function which satisfies (2.5) will satisfy also (2.4) and hence

(Lu)(x, y) = f(x, y, u).

It is clear that Picone's method may be applied iff depends on ux and uy also.

Then one obtains an integral equation similar to (2.5), with A depending on ux

and uy. We suppose for now that / is defined on SxE3 and we proceed to show

how (2.5) is used to answer the question of existence of periodic solutions of Lu=f

Assume that a, b, c, 9 and / are continuous in their domains and periodic in x

with the same period T. ax and 9'(x) are continuous. Let R = [0, T] x [0, r]. Then

by virtue of periodicity of a, b, c and f we need only find a function u such that

Lu(x, y) = f(x, y, u, ux, uy),

w(x, 0) = 9(x),       u(0, y) - u(T, y),       ux(0, y) = ux(T, y).

If such u exists then it must satisfy

<2-7> -fc » = wb) im+Si «h h)+r*<• * * «» ** *] *>}
along with the conditions

(2.8) u(x, 0) = 9(x),       u(Q, y) = u(T, y),       ux(0, y) = ux(T, y).

Thus we find that

m = 9(X)ß(X, o),   m = (^)(ff^)(o,,) r **- y> u>«« «*> *
<f> is well defined provided that

(2.9) T b(s, y)ds*0   for ye [0, r].

Finally, from the definitions of a, ß and A, if u satisfies (2.6) and if (2.9) holds,

then m must satisfy

u(x, y) = 9(x) exp ( - £ a(x, t) dt} + £ £" y(£ 7, «, «*, «,) ̂ fr)*'^ * <*?

(¿.1U)

y(í, v, u, ux, uy)s(¿¡, -r¡;x,y) d$dr¡,
Jo Jo
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where

y(x, y, u, ux, uy) = fi(x, y, u, ux, uy)+ [(ax + ab-c)u](x, y),

s({, T); x, y) = exp I -     a(x, t) dt- J   b(s, rj) ds\,

t(r)) = expi\   b(s,rj)ds\-l.

Conversely, a solution u of the integral equation (2.10) will satisfy (2.6).

The equation (2.10) leads us to consider the integral operator

(Ku)(x, y) = 6(x) exp ( - J" a(x, t) dt}

(2.11 ) + £ £" y(£,v, u, ux, uy) S(i,^,y) & dv

+ y(£, r), u, ux, Uy)s(Ç, r¡;x,y) di dn,
Jo Jo

with (Ku)x and (Ku)y given by

(Ku)x(x, y) = |V(*)- 6(x) J" fl*(*, 0 dt] exp ( - J" a(x, t) dt}

(2.12) jo/° i(;}

+ J   y(x, t¡, u, ux, Uy) exp I - J   a(x, t) dt) d-n

+ y(è, T), u, ux, Uy)sx(£, T¡;x,y) di dr¡,
Jo Jo

(Ku)y(x,y) = -a(x,y)(Ku)(x,y)

(2.13) +l(y)J   Y^'y' "' "*' Uy) exp ( ~ J   b(~S' ^ ds) d*

+ J   y(L y, u, ux, Uy) exp i - J   6(í, v) <¿s \ dt

The operator /if is defined on the space Cp of all continuous functions u on R,

such that ux and Hy are continuous on R and u(0, j>) = u(T, y), ux(0, y) = ux(T, y).

The norm in C„ is defined by

¡«II = l«IU+ll"*IU+ll"»IU
where for A > 0

HL=  max [e-^|M(x,v)|].
(x.y)en

Using the properties of Cp, the periodicity of the functions 0(x), a(x, y), b(x, y),

c(x, y) and f(x,y, u, ux, uy) it easily follows from (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) that K

maps C„ into itself.
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3. Existence, uniqueness and continuous dependence on initial data. We begin

the presentation of our main results by stating four basic hypotheses which we will

assume in every theorem. These assumptions are:

Hi: /is continuous on its domain (SxE3) and it is

periodic in x with period T;

H2 : a, ax, b and c are continuous in a strip

S = {(x, y); -co <x<oo, 0 á y S r}

and a, b and c are periodic in x with period T;

H3 : 9(x) is continuous with continuous derivative 9'(x)

on the real line and 9 is periodic with period T;

H4: A(x, y) > 0 in R = [0, T] x [0, r].

We remark that H4 is assumed for technical convenience. The methods of proof

are the same for A(x, y) <0.

In order to state precisely the conditions under which we show existence it is

convenient to develop first some properties of A' on a set

A„ = {ueCp;\\u\\ á P, P > 0).

Suppose /is uniformly bounded on Sx E3 and let

M=    sup   \f(x,y,z,p,q)\, M' = maxi max  |0(x)|,  max  |0'(*)l"U
cnsx£3 \o<*ár o£*sr J

N= max \(ax+ab-c)(x, y)\, N' = max f max \a(x, y)\, max \ax(x, y)\\,

m =  min A(x, y), m' = max A(x, y).
(x.y)sR (l,ï)eB

We note that

Wi, -7! x y)\ á eN'rem<i-x)    if 0 ü i = x, 0 £ r¡ ü y,

¿ eWV'«-*)    if x = í = F, 0 g 7; ̂  j.

Using the above inequality we find that for ueA„

where

¡ku\\ z ^x+^y+p.,,

11  lem'T-\\

M     m+m'\emT-\r

(3.1)       Ml = Ar>,

f2 = [Np-^+N'r+m'+N^+N]^"',

/x3 = [Mr/iil+A^'r+m' + iVO + M^ + A^V+AfO + MrJt^^+M^.

If we require that Np.< 1 and choose X>p.2/(l —px), then

/>£
l-/i!-/i2/A

has the property that KA0^AB. (Note that for A=constant>2A^ the inequality

Np< 1 is satisfied for all T>0; also fora*+aA-c=0, i.e. N=0, the above inequality

is satisfied for all T> 0.)
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The set Ap is closed and convex and K is continuous on Ap. We would like

to find a closed subset A of AB such that KAsA and (KA) is compact. To this

end we observe that the functions s(x, y; £, r¡), sx(£, r¡; x, y), sv(£, i¡; x, y),

exp (-$* b(s, y) ds)/t(y), exp (- j* b(s, y) ds) and exp (- $» a(x, t) dt) are all

continuous on the compact set R x R and thus they possess a common modulus

of continuity vx on RxR. Similarly 8, 8', ax, a and (ax+ab — c) are all continuous

on the closed, bounded rectangle R and have a common modulus of continuity

v2 on R. Also for p and A such that KAP-AP let v3 denote the modulus of continuity

of / on R x [ - PeXr, PeKrf. Now, on [0, oo) let ij, (/= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) be defined by

Vl(8) = V2(o)e^+^M' + Tr(M + Npe^)-^—^vy(o)

+ r(M+NPeÄr)eN'r+mTo,

%(8) = \M' + Tr(Mr+Npe*)J¡?—^vy(h)

ptnT

+ T(M + NpeKr)eN'T + mT -^r—j 8,

r)3(8) = ^M' + N'r + dW + Npe^Tr^-j+r^B)

+ rA/'A7'e"'- + (A/+A'peA'')(r(/v"r+/n')e,''r+m':r -¿zi + eN'r)]s,

Vi(8) = N'Vy(8) + T(M+NPe^)^-ivy(8) + pe"V2(è)

+ (M+Npe*r)em'TS,

Vs(8) = \M'+N'M'r+(M+Npeh')(Tr-^^+r\\vy(8)

+ [l + M'r + N'r+ preAr]eN'v2(8) + eN'rn>3(8)

+ (M + NPe>")(N 'r + m')reN'T + m'rS,

Ve(8) = N'r,2(8) + 2T(M+Npe^)vy(8)^pe^+Tpe^em,T-^-^v2(8)

+ Tem'T-£T—lvs(8).

We observe that the functions v¡ (and hence t/¡) are continuous, nonnegative, non-

decreasing and vanish at the origin. Without loss of generality we may assume

that Vi are subadditive.

Finally we set

C0 =       max      exp ( -     a(x, t) dt |,
0<nSi/;<x,!/)eR \     Jr, I

Cy =       max      exp ( -     b(s,y) ds),
OéiSxXx.yleR \     J( I

Co =       max
exp (-$* b(s, y) ds)

0<(ST;<.x.y>eR t(y)
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Then for ue Aa and (x, y) and (x, y) in R one may verify that

\Ku(x,y)-Ku(x,y)\ S *?i(l*-*l),

\Ku(x,y)-Ku(x,y)\ < ija(|y-j?|),

Kä^x, v)-(Ah)ä(x,>0| á ^(b-j|),

\(Ku\(x,y)-(KÚ)y(x,y)\ á n*(|*-*|),

|<AM*jO-(Aki)«(*j)| á ifeO-JflHJrV'' J" |«(*,ij)-H(Jf,7)| <ft?

+ ^J%3(|U(x,,)-M(x,7?)|)¿77

+ C0 J     |/(x, 1J, ti(x, 1?), MX(X, ri), H„(x, t}))

-/(X, r¡, U(X, T,), UX(X, 7]), UV(X, 7j))| dr¡,

NemT    rT
\(Ku)y(x,y)-(Ku)y(x,y)\ = ^(¡y-yD+j^-r Jq |M(Í, j)-«(f, j)| ^

+A^r!jM(£jO-«(i,.>0|#

+?^rrj0 "3(l«(i, ?)-«(*, j9l)#

+ e»T j\3(\u(t,y)-u(t,y)\)d$

+ C2 J7" |/(f, y, u(£, y), u¿í, y), uv({, y))

-f($, y, u((, y), ux($, y), «,(£ y))\ d$

+ Cx Î" |/(£, y, «(f, y), ux({, y), uy(?, y))
Jo

-f($, y, u(t, y), uM, y), utf, y))\ rff.

Now we can state and prove our first result:

Theorem 3.1. Suppose

(1) Hypotheses Hx-H^ hold;

(2) a, b, c and T are such that N[l/m + (l/m')((em'T- l)/(emT- 1))] < 1 ;

(3) fis uniformly bounded in SxE3;

(4) / satisfies in S x E3

|/(x,y, z,p,q)-f(x, v, z,p,q)\ g üx(\p-p\) + &2(\q-q\),

where <I>x and <52 are nonnegative, nondecreasing, subadditive, continuous functions

which vanish at the origin, and further <üx and ä>2 are such that for

0,(8) - r75(S) + [iVr,1(S) + V3(7,1(S)) + i52(^4(o))]r^'r,

a2(S) - '?6(S)+e-'r?ï5r-î [r^2(8)+r^2(â))+^(^(S))],
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the solutions Pl(t, 8) and o2(t, 8) of the equations

Ry(t,   8)   =    Cly(8) + C0  £  &y(py(T,   8)) dY, t   =   0,

P2(t, 8) = £l2(8) + Cy f w2(P2(r, 8)) dT + C2[   ô>2(P2(t, 8)) dr,       t e [0, T],
Jo Jo

are such that lim^o PtU, S)=0 (/= 1, 2) uniformly in t.

Then there exists a function u in S such that

(Lu)(x, y) = f(x, y, u, ux, uy),       u(x, 0) = 8(x),       u(x+T, y) = u(x, y).

Proof. According to the discussion preceding the statement of the theorem, the

second hypothesis assures the existence of a number p>0 such that KApçAp.

Further, if we let A be the set of all u e Ap such that

\u(x,y)-u(x,y)\ S *?i(|*-x|),

\u(x,y)-u(x,y)\ S r¡a(\y-p\),

\ux(x,y)-ux(x,y)\ S r¡3(\y-y\),

\uy(x,y)-Uy(x,y)\ S Vi(\x-x\),

\ux(x, y)-ux(x,y)\ S Cîy(\x-x\) + C0 f wy(Pl(t, \x-x\))dt,
Jo

\uy(x,y)-Uy(x,y)\ S &2(\y-y\) + Cy j* â>2(P2(t, \y-y\)) dt

+ C2 f  w2(p2(t, |y-y\)) dt,
Jo

then (4) implies that KA^A and A is compact. A is also closed and convex and

hence by Schauder's theorem there is at least one ueA such that Ku=u. The

function u whose existence is asserted by the theorem is obtained by extending u

periodically to all of S.

In the special case of linear functions ¿>i, i.e. when /satisfies a Lipschitz condition

in the last two variables we have

Corollary 3.1. Suppose

(1) The first three conditions of Theorem 3 hold;

(2) |/(*, y, z,p, q)-f(x, y, z,p, q)\ SLy\p-p\ +L*\q-q\;
(3) exp (CyL2T) < 1 + d/C2.

Then the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 follows.

Proof. We need only to show that the hypotheses of the corollary imply the

fourth condition of the theorem. Let

rx(t, 8) = f Pl(r, 8) dr,    t ^ 0,       r2(t, 8) = f p2(r, 8) dr,    t e [0, T].
Jo Jo
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Then the integral equations in the fourth hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 are equivalent

to the differential equations

(i) r'x(t, 8)-C0Lxrx(t, 8) = 0^8), rAfi, 8) = 0,

(ii) r'2(t, S)-CxL2r2(t, 8) = 0,(8) + C2L2r2(T, 8), r2(0, 8) = 0,

which have the solutions

r1(/,8) = 01(8)exP^-1.

r2(t, 8) = 02(8) exp (CAO-1 ClL2- C2L2(exp (ClL2r)-1)'

Thus limd^.o ri(t, S)=0 (/= 1, 2) uniformly in t since Oj and 02 are continuous and

vanish at zero. Further, px(t, 8) ̂  0 (/' = 1, 2) so that limá _ 0 p,(f, 8)=0 uniformly in t.

Hence the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied and the corollary is proved.

Remark 1. In case / is not uniformly bounded in SxE3 but is bounded on a

set D = Sx[—d,d]3, where supiXtXl^p,q)eD\f(x,y,z,p,q)\^Md, and satisfies

hypothesis (4) of Theorem 3.1 in £> we can show that the conclusion of Theorem 3.1

follows if d is sufficiently large. More precisely, let M be replaced by Md in the

expressions (3.1) and require that, besides px = Np.< 1, we have r<(l —p.x)/p2, and

(3.2) dz&Ki-n-rhr).

Then the set

Ad = Sue Cp; ( max \u(x,y)\ + max \ux(x,y)\ + max \uy(x,y)\\ ^ d\
\ \(x,]/)eR (x,y)eR <*.V)6R ) J

is mapped into itself by K, and using Md instead of M in the remainder of the proof

of Theorem 3.1 one can show that the conclusion of this theorem follows.

Theorem 3.2. Suppose

(1) Hi-H4 hold;

(2) [/"(*, y, z,p, q)-f(x, v, z, p, q)\ ̂ L{\z-z\ + \p-p\ + \q-q\);
(3) a, b, c and Tare such that (L + N)[l/m + (l/m')((em'T-l)/(emT-l))] < 1.

Then there is a unique function ufior which the conclusion of Theorem 3.1 holds.

Proof. The theorem is proved by showing that A' is a contraction mapping on

Cp. Let u and ü be in Cp. Then with ¿x, N, N', m' and m as before

\\Ku(x,y)-Kü(x,y)\\h á e^(L + N)(p./X)\\u-ü\\,

(3.3) \\(Ku)x(x,y)-(Kü)x(x,y)\\, ú e^(L+N)[(N'r+m')pi/X+ 1/A]||M-«|¡,

!!(A-«)y(x,y)-(Â-H)v(x, v)||A g [e»''(L + N)N'p/X+(L+N)p.]\\u-û\\.

Thus

\\Ku-Kü\\ ^ {([p + (N'r+m')n+N'p+l]/X)(L+N)eN'r+(L + N)p.}\\u-û\\.
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Now by the third condition of the theorem, (L+N)p.< 1 so that by choosing

A > (p.+(N'r-rm')P. + N'fJi+l)(L+N)eN'r/[l-(L + N)p.]

K will be a contraction mapping on C„. Thus the theorem is proved.

Remark 2. Again, the global Lipschitz condition of Theorem 3.2 may be relaxed.

Suppose there is a number d such that the Lipschitz condition of hypothesis (2)

holds in D (see Remark 1) with Lipschitz constant Ld and hypothesis (3) is satisfied

for Ld. Then we find that K maps Ad (see Remark 1) into itself provided py < 1,

r<(l-/it2)/fi2, d^p.3l(l—p.y-fi2r) where now

P.y   «  (Ld + N)fl,

fi2 = (Ld+A0[l + (l+W7+m'+.r)/i]eN'r,

it3 = [M'(2+7v"r+7v") + M0r{(l + 7v"r+/7i'+7V>+l}]eiV'r+M0rt,

M0= max \f(x j,0,0,0)|.
(AT.v)eB

Now the estimates (3.3) with L replaced by Ld imply that K is a contraction of Aa.

Thus we obtain the result of Theorem 3.2.

Before stating our final theorem we give an example in connection with our last

remark.

An Example. Let

Lu = uxy + 2uy,       f(x, v, z,p, q) = 10" \z2 sin x+p2+q2),       6(x) = (cos x)/4.

On Sx [-d, df, d>0, we have

\f(x,y,z,p,q)-f(x,y,z,p,q)\ S 5-ld(\z-z\ + \p-p\ + \q-q\).

If r and d satisfy the inequalities

(3.4) 5/2(5 -d-4dr) S d < 5,       4dr < 5-d,

then according to Remark 2, there is a unique function ü such that

Lu » /,       u(x, 0) = 8(x),       u(x, y) - u(x+2v, y).

If r < 3/8 (3.4) is satisfied by choosing

^(5-(5(3-8r))-) SdS ^ (5 + (5(3 - 8r))-)

since the right-hand inequality certainly implies 4dr<5 — d.

Finally, we show the continuous dependence of the unique solution u, whose

existence is asserted by Theorem 3.2, on the initial function 8(x). For the sake of

simplicity of computation we show how this result is obtained for the case o=c=0

and b > 0.
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Theorem 3.3. Suppose a=c=0, b = constant and the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2

are satisfied. Let ul (i= 1, 2) be functions on S such that

(Lu%x, y) = f(x, y, u\ ux, uy),       u'(x, 0) = P(x),       u\x, y) = u\x+T, y).

max {\91(x)-92(x)\ + \d91(x)/dx-d92(x)/dx\} < e,       ((r+\)/b+2r)L < 1,
*6(o,n

then there exists a number 8 such that

max {\uí(x,y)-u2(x,y)\ + \ux(x,y)-u2(x,y)\ + \i4(x,y)-u2(x,y)\} Ú 8e.
ix,y)sR

Proof. Let

W = u1 - u2,       8/ = f(x, y, W+ u2, Wx+u2, Wy + u\) -f(x, y, u2, u2, u2).

W satisfies on R

LW= 8f,       W(x,0) = 91(x)-92(x),       W(0,y) = W(T,y).

Now let a sequence of continuous functions {Wn(x, v)} be defined on R by

W°(x,y) = 91(x)-92(x),

p-bx     py   FT

W\x, y) = W°(x, y) + -¡r-r Sf({, t,, W-\ Wr1, Wr'Y' dt dr,
e   — i Jo Jo

+ e->* f f S/(f,T>, W"-\ Wi'\ W;-1)^ di dr,,       n > 1.
Jo Jo

These functions are well defined. Moreover Wx(x, y) and W£(x, y) exist and are

defined by

Wx(x,y) = d91(x)/dx-d92(x)/dx

Wx(x,y) = Wx(x,y)-^r f f S/(f, r,, W*~\ WT\ W^1)^ d$ dr,
e    ~ 1 Jo Jo

-be-* f f sf(ç,r,, w*-\ wr1, Wr^dèdn
Jo Jo

+ f 8f(x, t,, W»-\ Wr\ Wrx) dr,,       n^l,
Jo

W°(x,y)=0,

-bx       pT

w;(x,y) = -^—x JV(i, y, r-1, »5-s wr^dt

+ e-ix fX 8f(£, y, Wn-\ Wr \W$" 1)eK d$,       n ^ 1.

For »2¡1, it follows by induction that

| Wn(x, y)-Wn~ l(x, y) \ Ú eLnan ~ V/A,

(3.5) | Wx(x, y)-Wn~ Xx, y)\ Ú 2eLnan- lr,

\Wí(x,y)-W¡-\x,y)\ = «
a
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where «=((r+ l)/è + 2r). Thus

max {\Wn-Wn-1\ + \Wx>-Wx-1\-T\Wyl-Wï-1\} < e(La)\
(x.y)eR

Now it follows from the hypotheses La < 1 that the sequences

W"(x,y) = W°(x,y)+ 2 [W* + 1(x,y)-W*(x,y)),
K = 0

Wx(x, y) = W°x(x, y) + "^ [ »?+J(x, v) - *-*(*, v)],
x=o

»?(*> J) = "2 WV\x, y)- W*(x, y)}
A-=0

converge uniformly and absolutely to continuous functions W, Wx, Wy respectively

and W satisfies

LW = 8fi        W(x, 0) = 8\x)- 82(x),        W(0, y) = W(T, y).

Thus by uniqueness W=u1 — u2.

Now from (3.5) we have

max {\W(x,y)\ + \Wx(x,y)\ + \Wy(x,y)\} S *(l+ ¿ (La)K) < T^T"
{x,y)£R \      x^q j        1 —La

This completes the proof.
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